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“KeepingthePromise:ProgressandProspects”

great honour for me to participate in this International
WFPSA and the Annual Meeting of the APSA. I still recall with

pleasure having been asked to be the Hugh Leavel1 lecturer at your 3rd
International Congress in Calcutta ten years ago. That Congress was a
memorial conference dedicated to my father, Dr. John Grant, who devoted hia
life to the prnvision and modernization of health services in China, India,
Europe and the Americas. So you can understand it is a great personal joy for
❑e to again have the opportunity to address you.

Aside from my personal pride, I am also particularly gratified to be

with you once again as there are few organizations whose concern for
excellence and equity in health equals that of the WFPffA and the APSA. The
American Public Health Association for more than 100 years and the WFPEA since
its founding have been in the forefront of the struggle to achieve sound
public health practices and policies. For fJWICEF,you are leading partners in
our efforts to create a “Grand Alliance” for the health and well-being of

children.

Since that meeting in Calcutta, and even since the last time I talked
with you in Mexico City in 1987, important changes have come about in the
world and significant lessons have been learned. It would be difficult to

make a precise balance sheet of the progress in health since the historic Alms
Ata Declaration of 1978, but for children there have been significant
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developments that give great promise for the future. Perhaps the most
important lesson we have learned is that it is possible and realistic to think
about reaching all children — not just the sons and daughters of the elite,
not just the pr~leged, not just city-dwellers. The attainment of Universal
Child Immunization (UCI) — that is over 80 per cent child immunization by the
end of 1990, quadrupling coverage from the 20 per cent of only a decade before
-- is undoubtedly the most dramatic proof of what we can now do.

This is a significant accomplishment not only in itself — for the 12

❑illion lives saved since the inrmmization effort began — but for what we
have learned. It is far more than a medical or scientific success story; it
ia a health education success in the broadest sense...a story of societies
organizing, communicating and ombilizing to apply knowledge — the knowledge
that the major child-kill ing and child-crippling diseasea can be prevented, at
low cost, if the politic+ will is there and social mobilization activates

whole communities, as well as families and parents.

Effectively communicated to mothers and families, utilizing modem and
traditional channels of communication, knowledge is transformed into

acceptance of health interventioaa and techniques. Such acceptance bringa not
only changed behaviour at the iodividusl level but demand for health services
at the social level. A critical threshold of empowerment and participation ia
crossed when individuals seeking to improve tbe health of their familiea
demand action, and take action themselves.

In this era of democratization in the world, politicians and public

● officials — including those responsible for health systems -- ignore such
civic demanda at their peril. We have just seen a provocative example of that
in the elections here in the United States last week, where health care was an
issue of major concern to voters, and has leapt to the forefrout of the
nationsl agenda.

To a large extent, it was the impending success of the immunization

effort that encouraged the international community to set a much broader range
of goals for the 1990s. Over a period of two years, during 1989 and 1990,
members of the health and development community from around the world
articulated an agenda for maternal health and child survival that drew heavily

upon the strategies and structures established for UCI. These became the

goals endorsed by heads of state and government at the World Summit for
Children last year.

As you perhaps know, the World Summit was the largest gathering of heads

of state and government in history. It was the first summit of the post-Cold
War period, bringing together leaders from North, South, East and West. They

committed their governments to a Plan of Action, a remarkably specific
document on what needs to be done for children over the decade. They agreed

on strategies to reach 27 quantifiable goals by the year 2000, with periodic
reviews and intemat ional monitoring of progress along the way. National
Progrsmmes of Action to implement these objectives are now being drafted and
we expect approximately 100 countries to have completed them by the end of
this year, as required by the Summit’s Plan of Action.
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Reinforcing these national commitments is the Convention on the Rights

of the Child which came into force in record time last year, on the eve of the
Summit. One hundred nations have now ratified this Magna Carta, this Bill of
Rights for children, and another 41 have signed it, signifying their intention
of making it the law of their lands. It provides s solid legsl and ethical
frsmework for our efforts to improve children’s lives and outlines the adult
world’s responsibilities toward the young. It converts - into rights.

Many of its holistic and mutually reinforcing precepts contribute to the
health and survival of children and their mthers.

The Convention’s Commit tee on the Rights of the Child, comprised of ten
leading experts on children who serve in their individual capacities, held ita
firs t session in Geneva last month. It will begin receiving reports from

governments this coming year on how successfully they are implementing the
various articles of the Convention. This procedure in effect monitors the
Programmed of Action governments are now undertaking on behalf of their
children.

So, the goals agreed to at the World Summit for Children, the National
Programmed of Action, and the Convention on the Rights of the Child have
established a process -- worldwide — for moving societies and governments
toward the objectives to which they are now committed for the health and
well-being of children and mathers. As you can see, there is ❑omenturs
building, and the new international climate brought on by the end of the Cold
War can help us make the most of it. The .1990s may well prove to be one of
those rare “windows of opportuni ty“

e

that open in history only two or three
times a century to permit quantum leaps of human progress. It would be
foolish — and tragic — to allow the window to slam shut without doing all
that we can do for children, for the future, for ourselves.

Ten years ago, the gap between what was known and could be done with
low–cost, simplified techniques was wider with respect to children than for

any other major group in society; today this gap is rapidly narrowing. We
have learned high impact ways of getting health knowledge out to people in the
most remote areas of the world and programmed for doing so are increasingly
underway. We must narrow the gap still further, focusing particularly where
the disparities are the greatest — Africa, South Asia, parts of Latin
America, and among the growing numbers of poor in the industrial world.

At the heart of bridging the gap is informing and motivating people with
the knowledge they need to improve their own health, while empowering them to

make certain that the services they need are available to them.

We have seen a revolution in our capacity for communication, through
traditioml as well as modern means. At the World Conference on Education for
All last year, virtually all governments agreed to strengthen what we call the
“Third Channel” -- that is, all the means of informing and educating people,
in addition to formal and non-formal education. Never has our capacity for
reaching people with health messages been greater, and we must refine our

communication skills so that these messages are understandable and fully
relevant to peoples’ lives.
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Many of you msy already be familiar with Facts for Life, published by

WEO, UNICEF and more than one hundred NCOS concerned with children, with the
authoritative advice of fifty of the world’s leading health experts. It
contains ten essential messages for the health of children, with an
accompanying text thst instructs communicators of all kinds how to utilize
this information to get it out fully to parents and others in the community
responsible for the health of children. Facts for Life has already been
adapted into 120-some laaguagea and CU1turea — it ia a process that will
continue throughout the 1990s, augmenting the efficacy of other progrsmmes now
underway and gathering mamentum.

Fnr much of the world, reaching the year 2000 goals for children will
require compressing into ten yeara the wnrk of several decades. Thanks to the
debt crisis, economic setbacka and austerity progrsrmnes of the 1980a — that
“lost decade” for much of the developing world — social gains slowed or
reversed themselves in cnuntry after country. Education and health care

budgets were cut, in rich aa well as in poor nations. Among the lessons
learned ia tbst protecting the most vulnerable is not a luxury to be dispensed
with in hsrd times, but a vital investment in economic growth and future
productivity.

“Adjustment with a humsn face”, we call it, and more recently,

“development with a humsn face” — the notion that investing in people, the
establishment of safety nets during difficult transitions, the cushioning of
the most needy from the effects of austerity progrsmmes, is as vital to
recovery and growth as macroeconomic stability. We have seen that in the most

● successful countries -- the newly industrializing countries of Asia, for
example — investment in people, in the basic health and education of children
and women, came early and was sustained even s.midst periodic economic
downturns. And from the experiences of countries as diverse as Costa Rica and

Cuba, Sri Lsnks and Chins, we have learned that high per capita income is not

a precondition for attaining high levels of humsn development; what ia key is
the political will and the popular support to maintain well-targeted,
efficient basic services, viewing them as long-term, high-yield investments

rather than drains on the public treasury. In support of primsry health care
in these times of fiscal austerity, health institutions and systems are being
restructured in order to reach out to the unreached, through decentralization,
community management and financing schemes, retraining of TBAs, training of
paramedics, formation of cadres of basic health, nutrition, water and
sanitation workers, and other participatory approaches tapping local resources
and initiative.

Although our workshop is well-stocked with proven, low-cost interventions
thst could save up to 80 per cent of the 40,000 children who die each day,

further technological advsnces could greatly accelerate progress toward the
Health for All goals. Take immunization. If we had a heat-stable vaccine

against a wide variety of diseases that could be administered orally in a
single dose right after birth, instead of having to reach and inject babies up
to five times during their first year of life with vaccines that require
maintenance of an elaborate cold chain -- and if we could do so at low cost —
we could achieve our goal of universal child immunization and free resources

●
for tackling other ❑ore complex public health problems. The scientific and
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medical research consmmity is taking a strong role in the international effort
to improve children *s vaccines. “The Children’s Vaccine Initiative” which
originsted at an international meeting of health experts on the eve of the
World Summit, produced a declaration asserting both the technical feasibility
and public health urgency of accelerated vaccine development in this decade.
I know this audience will agree thst it is especially important that today’s
sophisticated resources of ❑edical research be used to solve the problems of
the world’a poor, rather than fecusing solely on the more glamourous
“rich-prone” diseases.

Even with technological progress, reaching the poorest of the poor
represents a msjor challenge, sad I kaow you are concerned about the fact that
even in industrial countriea we are S1ipping back in providing the kind of
health csre that is available but increasingly out of the reach of many
families. New York City and Washington, D.C. , now hsve immuuizat ion levels
for under-nne-year olds that are significantly lower than those in CalCutta.
This reflects a problem upon which we all must act — the right to health care
enshrined in the Convention on the Rights of the Child applies to children in
rich as well as in developing countries.

There are lessons to be learned from the experiences of the developing
world — syaergy ia possible in both directions between industrial and
developing countries. The problems and some of the ways of solving them in
the Third World overlap with those we are encountering in the United States
and other industrial nstions — street children, drugs, AIDS. Young people in
developing countries learn through the popular media about jeans and rock —

● and, unfortunately, tbe “sophistication” of smoking cigarettes; we must reach
their eara snd minds with messages promoting healthy lifestyles.

We have alao learned that as industrial and developing countries alike
are searching for ways to finance health systerns, increased emphss is must be
given to prevention of ill health. I remember that Bil1 Foege, when he waa
heading the CDC in the early ’80s, used to point out that medical
interventions to add a single year to the life expectancy of the average
American male would cost more than $10 billion annuslly. But, he said, you
could add eleven years -- today it would be somewhat less -- if we would do
four cost-free things: stop smoking, moderate alcohol intake, watch the

quality and quantity of food intake, and do a moderate smount of exercise.

The progress in recent years in these four areas is largely due to
massive public education campaigns leading –- especially in the richer nations
-- to a heightened sense of individual responsibility for and control over
one’s own health snd even to a new culture of personal well-being and
fitness. Policy makers are coming to see that prevention through health
education is the practical, affordable, long-term solution.

These are the kinds of changes we are learning about in the
induatrialized countries that can mske a difference in the developing
countries as well. One other I should mention: an opportunity has opened
for us as a result of a call WSO, UNICEF and msny of your associations msde
years ago. It now appears that the leading manufacturers and distributors of

● breast-milk substitutes will put an end to free and low-cost supplies to
maternity wards and hospitals by December 1992.
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Over the naxt year, we must turn around the practice of hospitals that do

not support breastfeeding. Unfortunately, hospitals remsin centres of cure
and not centrea of health education. Eospitals can snd must be converted into
lighthouses of knowledge giving off strong beams of health education,
beginning with birth itself, beginning with empowering mothers to breastfeed
and knowledge of the benefits of breastfeeding. Hospitals must become “baby
friendly” by educating mothers to care for their infants. Together with WHO
and a wide coalition of activists we are beginning a global campaign that will

certify as “baby-friendly” hospitals that practice ten steps for successful
breastfceding. The csmpaign could help save a ❑illion infant lives a year,
reduce breast and uterine cancer smnng mothers, and provide ennnnoua financial
savings to familiea and societies aa a whole.

The agenda we have before us is smbitious — but it is realiatic,
doable. Reaching the goala of primary health care for all and the specific
year 2000 goals for children wil1 require the synergy of government action and
community cooperation, nothing less than a social mavemant imbued with the

ethic of putting “children first”. Present priorities clearly must be
changed. As stipulated in the World Summit Plan of Action, children should
receive a “firat call” on a nation’s resources, in good times and in bad. By
putting children first, we can help overcome many of the other problems of
society, in both. the developing world and in the industrialized countries,
rsaging from lagging economic growth to overpopulation and the degradation of
the environment. The resulting advances fur children can be the cutting edge
to a future wnrld in which people are better prepared to solve their own

●
problems.

Each one of you, in ynur own spheres of activity, and through your
influential organizations, csn:

- promote the efforts needed during this decade to meet the goals for
children outlined at the World Summit;

- support the process of developing National Progrsmmes of Action for
children;

- encourage hospitals to become ‘,babyfriendly,v;

- urge your government to ratify and implement the Convention on the
Rights of the Child, if it has not already done so (in the case of APSA
members, why not set yourselves the goal of working to get the United
States to sign and ratify the Convention in time for next year’s annual
meeting?);

- advocate, in the industrial countries, for foreign aid that works, that
helps developing natinns make the investments in people that need to be
made;

and in the political arena, encourage political leaders to “keep the
promise” — especially in providing health care for all citizens,
particularly the children who need an equitable, healthy start in life
and only get one chance at it.
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It is sxactly people such as you gathered in this room — the Public

health officials, physicians, researchers and educators who wil 1 usher our
societies into the third millenium — who hold the potential to turn our
unprecedented opportunities into realities throughout the world. I urge each
of you — snd your organizations — to be true leaders in the growing movement
for children and the future of the world.
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GOALS FOR CNILDREN AND DEVELOP22ENT IN TEE 1990S

(The follwins is the list of goals mdorsedby thell.rldstmnit for Children, after deleting certain
goals that are repeated. )

Rtiiatof mrtality

1. Setwsn19Wmd theyear2000,reductimof infant ardur& r-5 child mrtality retebyme-thirdor to50and70 per
IWO live births respectively, uhichwer is less.

2. Betueen 1992 and thevear 2000, rtitionof maternal mrtality rate by half.

~K3 Heatth cd titim

3. sptcial attentico to the health and nutrition of the fcam(e child, and pregnant and lactating uanen.
6. Access by al 1 couples to infO~tim erd services to prevent prtgnmcies which are too early, tm clcsely spaced, tm

late or too rnmy.
5. Access by all pregnant nmen to prenatal ewe, traimd atttnd-mts &ring child birth and referral facilities for high

risk pregnancies and obstetric efotrgencies.

M2KM

6. Between IWO and the year 2000, rtitim of severe ard moderate Inalrutrition am+tg mder-5 children by half.
7. Redtctim of the rate of lW birth mei~t (2.5 kg or less) to less than 1~-
8. Re&ction of irm deficiency amtmia in - by me-third of WW levels.
9. Virtual elimination of iodine deficiency disorders.
10. Virtual elimimticm of vitamin A deficiency and its consequences, including blindtess.
11. Eqm&wment of all n.mtn to exclusively breast-fed their child for far to six mnths and to cctttirwt breast-f~ira

with cmplemntmv food well into the secwd year.
12. Grwth pmmtim end its regular monitoring to ke institutimsl ised in all COmtries by the md of the 1990s.
13. Dissaninntica of knowledge and S-rtinu services to increase focal prod!ctim to ersure hwsehold food security.

Child lleatth

14. Glc4al ●radication of poli.X@itis by the year 2000.
15. Elimirbstion of ne.amtal tet.arm by 1W5.
16. Rtition by % psr cent in measles deaths ad rtition by 90 per cent of measles cases canpared to pre-inmmisaticm

Levels by 1W5, as a major step to the glcbal ersdicatim of mtasles in the longer rm.
17. !laintenmce of a high level of immisaticm coverage (at least 90S of chi Ldrm *r me Year Of a9e W the Year 2001J)

against di@!theria, pertussis, tetanus, masles, rmlicwel its, tbrcu~=is ad against teta~s fOr -n Of child
beoring age.

18. Redctim by 50 psr cent in the deaths &t to diarrhoea in children tier the age of five years; and 25 per cent
redctim in the diarrhoea incidence rate.

19. Re&ction by one-third in the deaths due to acute respiratory in fectims in children under five years.

uater a-rl S.mitatim

20. univemal access to safe drinking uater.
21. Universal access to sanitary mtans of ●xcrete dispnsal.
22. Elimination of guinea-worm disease (dractndiasis) by the year 2000.

Basic Etkatim

23. Exmnsion of ear~v chi Mwcd devel.mwm activities incluiim amrcuriate Lou-cost fmi LY and cunnmity bawd
inierwntims.

24. Universal access to hssic edwtion, and achievement of primary tdwation by at least 80 per cent of primary school
age children thrcugh formal schoolitw or nm-fonwl tducat ion of ccmqarable learniw standard, iii th emphasis on reducing
the current disparities betueen boys and girls.

25. Rat im of the tilt i 11i teracy rate (the ammpriate age 9rcup to ka determined in each comtry) to at least half
its 19W Level, with tn@asi8 cm femn~e literacy.

26. Imreased acwisition by individuals ad f.xni lies of the knwledge, skills and values rewired for better living, mndf
.availabLe through atl tiatiann( charnels, itwluding the mnss media, other forms of mcdern and traditional
ccmmmi cat ion, and social action, uith ef feet iveness measured in term of t-=havi oural chawe.

Children in Difficult Circi=?tmces

27. Proviti inprwed protection of children in especial (y di ff icu~t ci rcunstances and tackle the rmt causes Ieeding to
such situations.

euary lW1


